In The News
Thursday, August 30, 2012

- **Health Briefs:** 'M*A*S*H' Bash to aid UA Trauma Center 08/29/2012 Chicago Tribune - Online
- **UA football players to deliver special jars to kids at Diamond Children's** 08/29/2012 KVOA Tucson News - MSNBC
- **The 2012 Paralympics began today** (College of Pharmacy Paralympians Jennifer Poist and Renee Tyree) 08/29/2012 KVOA Tucson News - View Clip
- **Valley Fever Hits Arizona Hard** (Dr. John Galgiani of the Valley Fever Center for Excellence at the University of Arizona) 08/29/2012 KJZZ - View Clip
- **UA Surgeons First to Remove Whole Pancreas Combined with Auto-Islet Transplant** 08/29/2012 UANews.org - View Clip